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Investment into EDA, Its Measurable Success and its
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Bernd-Josef M. Huettl, Marketing Manager IBM Microelectronics

Abstract
Developing a specific design automation (DA) tool in the chip industry involves executive decisions regarding how to
allocate a limited resource budget among a collection of costly DA tools that are required for the chip development. Very
little qualitative guidance is currently available to make these decisions. More importantly, no consistent methodology and
decision model i.e. on the ROI exists at present that comprehensively embraces both technology and business aspects of
the DA tool and which is commonly applicable to all types of DA tools to direct the investment decision-making with focus
on optimizing the resource budget. IBM developed an innovative method that interlocks the DA tool inherent technology
with the business aspects. It provides the Executive Management with quantified data that they need for the investmentdecisions on the DA tools, for managing the DA portfolio, for measuring the ROI of the DA tools and for sustaining a
competitive business strategy.
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